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ABSTRACT
Crystallization kinetics of albite from melts in the systemNaAlSi3Os-H2Oare not dramatically changedby the
addition of l-2 wt.qo F or Cl. Vapor-undersaturatedliquidus temperaturesin the hydrous systemare lowered 25 to
50'C in the presenceof F, whereasCl doesnot appreciablychangethe temperatureof the hydrousliquidus. A Cl-rich
vapor phaseis found in the Cl-bearing systems.At 900"C and undercoolingsof 40 to 70oC, rates of albite growth
rangefrom 1.4 to 2.2 X 10-6cmls in the F-bearinghydrous system(comparedto 1.4 to 3.2X 10-6cmls in the F-free
hydrous systemat similar undercoolings).The growth rate of albite in the presenceof about I wt.Yo Cl (and 2 wt.%
H2O) at an undercoolingof 90oC is 0.6 X 10-6cmls. Nucleation lag is 0-10 hours in the F-bearinghydrous system,
10-24hours in the hydrous system_,
and 38 hours in the Cl-bearinghydrous system.Growth ratesat 850oCare highest
in the hydrous system(71.1 X 10-6cmlg), but are elevated(relativeto ratesat 900'C) for both the F-bearingQ.l-6.3
X l0-o cmls) and Cl-bearing(1.2 X l0-o cmls) hydrous systems.Lag times for nucleationat 850'C in the Cl-bearing
system(20 hours) are longer than in the hydrous or F-bearingsystems(0-9 hours). The presenceof a Cl-rich vapor
phaseseemsto delay albite nucleation. Large crystalsin pegmatitesare not formed by high rates of crystal growth
induced by elevatedF or Cl contents.They may be related to a prolonged irterval of crystallizationcoupledwith a
reducedviscositypromoted by the fluxing action of componentssuch as F and a range of nucleation eventsrelated
to delayednucleationin the presenceof a vapor phase.
Keywords: albite, fluorine, chlorine, crystal growth, granitic pegmatite,experimentalpetrology.

Souvarnr
La cin6tique de cristallisation de I'albite i partir d'un bain fondu dans le systbmeNaAlSi3Os-H2On'est pas
sdrieusementmodifide par l'addition de I d 2a/o(en poids) de F ou Cl. La temp6raturedu liquidus dans le systbme
NaAlSi3O8-H2Osous-saturden phasevolatile est abaiss6ede 25 d 50oC en pr6sencede fluor, tandis qu'elle restei
peu prds la m0me avec l'addition de chlore. Une phasefluide riche en Cl est prdsentedans tout systCmeporteur de
chlore. Avec des refroidissementsde 40 i 70'C au dessousd'un point de d6part a 900'C, les taux de croissancede
I'albite vont de 1.4 d 2.2 X rc-6 cm/s dans un systemecontenantF et H2O; ils vont de 1.4 i 3.2 X 1tr6 cmls dans
le systbmehydratd sansfluor i desconditionssemblables.Le taux de croissancede I'albite en pr6senced'environ 190
de Cl et 2r/o d'eat (basepond6rale)d 90"C au-dessousdu liquidus est 0.6 X l0{ cmls. Le ddlai jusqu'au point de
nucl6ation est entre 0 et l0 heuresdans le systlme fluor6 et hydrat6, entre l0 et 24 heuresdans le systbmehydrat6,
et 38 heuresdans le systdmehydratd avecchlore. Les taux de croissancea 850oCsont les plus 6lev6sdans le systbme
hydrat6 (71.1 X 10-6cm/s), mais ils sont 6lev6s,en comparaisondestaux e 900oC,pour les systCmes
hydrat6sfluor6
(2.1-6.3X l0-o cmls) et chlord (1.2 X l0-'cm/s). Le tempsd'6closiondes nucl€usa 850oCdansle systBme
chlord
(20 heures)d6passeceux dans les systdmeshydrat6savec ou sansfluor (0-9 heures).La pr€senced'une phasefluide
chlor€esembleretarder la nucl6ation de l'albite. Les mdgacristauxdes pegmatitesgranitiquesne seraientpas dus i
un taux 6lev€de croissancecristalline caus6par desteneurs6lev6esde F ou Cl. Ils pourraient rdsulterd'un intervalle
de cristallisationprolong6, d'une viscositdr€duite i causede la pr6sencede composantstels le fluor, et enfin d'une
multitude d'6v€nementsde nucldation, qu'aurait retardd la prdsenced'une phasefluide.
(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-clds:albite, fluor, chlore, croissancecristalline,pegmatitegranitique, p6trologieexp6rimentale.
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INTRODUCTIoN
Most geologistscharacterizegraritic pegmatites
as being extremely coarse-grained(Carmichael e/
al. 1974, Bates & Jackson 1987). However, it is
really the variability in grain sizethat distinguishes
the texture of a granitic pegmatite from other
granitic rocks (Jahns1955).The rangein grain size
in granitic pegmatites (millimeters to meters, a
variation of 4 to 5 orders of magnitude)is similar
to that found in volcanic rocks (micrometersto
millimeters,a rangeof 4 to 5 ordersof magnitude).
Rapid quenching of silicate melt during eruption
results in a large range in temperatureof crystallization for volcanic rocks and a corresponding
large range of grain size. Pegmatitic systemsmay
also undergoquenching,but in this casethe quench
is compositional,associatedwith the lossof a vapor
phase(Jahns& Burnham 1969).Quenchingeither
by eruption or loss of a vapor phase greatly
undercoolsthe melt. An increasein undercooling
(AT, temperature interval between liquidus and
crystallization)resultsin a dramatic increasein the
number of nuclei (i.e., in nucleation densiry) in
silicatemelts (e.9., Swanson1977).Crystallization
with a high density of nuclei accountsfor the finer
grain-sizein volcanic and pegmatiticsystems.It is
the juxtaposition of giant crystalswith fine-grained
fractions that accountsfor the large range of grain
size in granitic pegmatites.
Rsvrpw oF F ANDCl rN GneNrrrc SysrEMs
The abundanceof fluorine in granitic rocks and
magmashas been reviewedby Bailey (1977),who
proposed an average of 800 ppm F in granite.
Alkaline granites and granitic pegmatites may
contain up to 3000 ppm F, but in general the
"normal" granitic rocks contain between100 and
1000 ppm F. Estimation of Cl contents is
complicatedby the apparentlow solubility of Cl in
granitic melts. Zunkel & Hempel (1917)reported a
solubility of 860 ppm NaCl in an obsidian melt at
1200'C and I bar. Kuroda & Sandell (1953)
reportedan averageof only 22 ppm Cl in crystalline
granitic rocks, whereasRoedder(1972)reported Cl
contentsas high as 110,700ppm in fluid inclusions
from granitic rocks. Chlorine clearlyis fractionated
into the vapor phase, and an appreciableamount
may be lost during crystallization, a result confirmed by experimentalstudies(Kilinc & Burnham
1972).Thus the estimationof an initial Cl content
of a typical granitic magma is difficult, but may
be on the order of 1000to 2000 ppm.
The effect of excessH2O on melting in granitic
systemshas beenwell documented,beginningwith
the studiesof Goranson (1932)on the melting of
the Stone Mountain granite and the classicstudy

of Tuttle & Bowen (1958)on liquidus relationships
in the system NaAlSirOr-KAlSi3Os-SiO2-H2O.
Some attention has also been given to conditions
under which the system is undersaturatedwith
respectto HrO (Robertson& Wyllie 1971,Steiner
et ol. 1975,Whitney 1975).The effect of H2o on
the kineticsof crystallizationin both H2O-saturated
granitic systemshas been
and H2O-undersaturated
discussedby Fenn (1977)afi Swanson(1977).
The halogensF and Cl are prominently mentioned as facilitating crystallizationof silicatemelts
(Buerger 1948). The fluxing action of F in
controlling the melting point and viscosity of
silicateglasseshasbeenwell documented(Manning
1981,Dingwell et ol. 1985).Solidustemperatures
for F-bearing granites (Weymouth & Williamson
1957,Weidner& Martin 1987)are 30-60oClower
than in F-free granitic systems (e.g., Tuttle &
Bowen 1958).In the systemAb-NaF, Koster van
Groos & Wyllie (1968) were able to form
homogeneousmelts at temperatures as low as
860oCat 1 bar. Chlorine, on the other hand, has
little effect on melting in the systemAb-NaCl and
in compositionscontainingmore than 5 wt.9o NaCl
in silicatemelts Koster van Groos & Wyllie 1969).
To our knowledge,there are no availabledata on
the effect of either F or Cl on the crystallization
kinetics of geologicallymeaningful silicate melts.
Combinations of H2O and halogen-bearing
components have been shown to have vatying
effects on melting and crystallization of silicate
systems.Addition of HF (Wyllie & Tuttle 196l) or
NaF (Koster van Groos & Wyllie 1968)to Ab-H2O
or granite-H2O systems depressessolidus and
liquidus temperatures to a greater degree than
either HrO or F alone. Both sets of investigators
reportedthat the growth of albite was enhancedby
the presenceof a fluoride componentin the melt.
Liquidus compositions of the minimum in the
water-saturatedsystem Ab-Or-Q are enriched in
the Ab-component and shifted to lower temperatures owing to the addition of F (Manning l98l).
Addition of HCI (Wyllie & Tuttle 1964)or NaCl
(Koster van Groos & Wyllie 1969) to Ab-H2O
depressesthe solidus and liquidus temperatures
only slightly, whereasthe addition of HCI to a
granite-HrO system apparently increases the
solidus temperature (Wyllie & Tuttle 1964). The
relative ease of crystallization of albite in the
presenceof chloride componentswas not discussed
in either study. In a system of silicate melt +
aqueousvapor, Cl is strongly partitioned into the
vapor phase (Kilinc & Burnham 1972). Based on
these results, it can be concludedthat F is quite
soluble in silicate melts, whereasCl is relatively
insoluble and, in the presenceof H2O, is strongly
partitioned into the vapor phase(Wyllie & Tuttle
1964.Kilinc & Burnham 1972).

THE KINETICS OF CRYSTALLIZATION OF ALBITE

The system Ab - H2O - second volatile is a
satisfactory model for more complex granitic
systems(Wyllie & Tuttle 196l). An interpretation
of phaseequilibria in this systemis complicatedby
the presenceof "extra" components(H: Wyllie &
Tuttle 1961, 1964;Na: Koster van Groos & Wyllie
1968, 1969) added with the second volatile
component(HF, NaF, NaCl). The presenceof Na
in excessof albite stoichiometrylowersthe liquidus
temperaturein the dry system(Schairer& Bowen
1956). The effect of excess H has not been
investigatedin detail, but the increasedsolubility
of albite in increasinglyacidic solutions suggests
that pH may be a significant factor. Thus the
presenceof excessNa or H in the previous studies
may have had significant effects on the phase
relations observed,and theseeffects are not easily
separablefrom the influence of F or Cl.
The present study was designedto study the
effects of F and Cl on crystallization kinetics of
albite in the model silicate systemAb-H2O-(F or
Cl) without interferencefrom "extra" components.
In order to avoid adding "extra" componentsto
the systemAb-H2O, initial bulk compositionswere
preparedas Na-deficient Ab. The use of NaCl or
NaF to removethe Na-deficiencyresultsin a system
of the tlpe Ab-H2O-X, whereX is F or Cl.
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grain-sizeof lessthan 5 pm and then mixed with
NaF or NaCl and regroundby hand. The mixtures
were then loaded into platinum capsules(2.0 mm
O.D.) that contained a known amount of freshly
boiled, deionized water. Crystal-growth experiments and the phase-equilibriaexperimentsabove
800oC were made in internally heated pressure
vessels(Holloway l97l). Phase-equilibriaexperimentsbelow 800oCwere rnadein externallyheated
cold-seal pressurevessels(Luth & Tuttle 1963).
Temperaturemeasurementand control were done
with PtlPte.Rhr6 or Chromel/Alumel thermocouplesthat wereperiodicallycalibratedagainst
the melting points of NaCl and Au. Temperatures
reportedare consideredto be accuratewithin l0'C.
Argon was the pressuremedium in both types of
pressurevessels.Pressurewas measuredon both a
Heise gauge and on a Carey-Foster bridge using
manganin coils. Pressuresare considered to be
accurateto within 100 bars.
Two very different types of experimentswere
carried out in this study. Phase-equilibriaexperimentswere done by adjusting the temperatureand
pressureon the capsulesto the conditions of the
experiment, maintaining these conditions for the
duration of the experiment (72-168 hours), and
then quenchingto ambient conditions. Theserun
times are believed to be adequate to obtain
equilibrium, basedon the resultsin similar systems
ExprnlNasNrat-METHoDS
usingthe sameequipment(Whitney 1975,Swanson
1979). The use of finely divided gel in these
Starting materials
phase-equilibria experimenis provided a large
Starting materials were prepared as Na-deficient number of potential sites for the nucleation of
NaAlSi3O8Nao.sAlsi:Oe A9F, Naj.7AlSi3O8A7F) crystals. Crystals produced in phase-equilibria
using the coprecipitated gel technique (Luth & experimentsare alwayslessthan 100pm. A second
Ingamells 1965).Additional Na was added to the type of experiment,calledcrystal growth' involved
fired gelsin the form of NaCl or NaF to make the the nucleationand growth of crystalsfrom a silicate
final composition of NaAlSi3Os plus F or Cl. melt. In theseexperiments,pressureand temperaAddition of NaF to A9 and A7 resulted in ture on the capsuleswereadjustedto superliquidus
compositionsof NaAlSirOr + 0.73 wt.9o F (A9F) conditions (1000'C, 2500bars) and maintainedfor
and NaAlSi3Os+ 2.20wt.9o F (A7F), respectively. 72 hours to allow homogenizationof the silicate
If NaCl is addedto .{9, the result is a composition Iiquid. Temperaturewas then isobarically lowered
of NaAlSirO8 + 1.35 wt.9o Cl (A9Cl). These until the temperature of crystal growth was
halogen contents are higher than expected con- attained, then maintained for a period between6
centrations in granitic magmas, but may be and 96 hours. At the end of both types of
reasonableestimatesfor those that crystallizewith experiments,the power to the furnace was turned
a pegmatitictexture. This method of introducing F off, and the capsules were quenched to room
and Cl into the system does not result in excess temperature,the capsuleswere removed, checked
amounts of Na (such as are produced when NaCl for leaks, and openedto removethe charges.Thin
or NaF are addedto NaAlSirO6)or H (such as are sections were prepared of the crystal-growth
producedwhen HCI or HF are added). The effect experimentsthat produced crystals.
of F and Cl on phaseequilibria or crystalnucleation
and growth is easilystudiedin suchsystemswithout Meosurement of crystals
the complication of these"excess" components.
The amount of crystal growth during the
Apparatus and techniques
experiment was determined by measuring the
largest crystal in an experiment with a micrometer
Gels were ground in a mill to an average on a petrographicmicroscope.Internally nucleated
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crystals and heterogeneouslynucleated crystals
(obvious nucleation on the edge of the charge or
in the capsule crimp) were distinguished and
measured separately. The total length of the
heterogeneouslynucleatedcrystals was taken as the
amount of unidirectional growth during the
experiment.For internally nucleatedcrystals, the
total length was divided by 2 to allow for the
possibility of symmetrical unidirectional growth.
For chargesthat contain a radial arrangementof
crystals,the amount of growth was measuredfrom
the centerto the outer margin of the array.

A.

ExpgnIMeNrl,L RESULTS
Phase equilibria
Experimentally determined liquidus curves for
the compositions A9F, A7F, and A9Cl as a
function of water content at 2500bars are shown
in Figure l. Also shown for comparison in the
halogen-bearingsystems is the liquidus in the
systemNaAlSi3Os-HzO at 2500bars. The addition
of Cl doesnot changethe liquidus (AgCl, Fig. l),
within the limits of reproducibility of these

NoAlSltOt+H2O

24

c.

B.

o

6 8tO
ul 7c H2O

A7F

D.

2468tO
ul eloH2O

A9Cl

tooo
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o2
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68to

wt % H2O

o

2468tO
ul to H2Q

Ftc. l. Vapor-undersaturatedliquidus curvesat 2500 bars for: A) NaAlSi3Os +
H2O, B) NaAlSi3Os+ 0.73 wt.VoF (A9F), C) NaAlSi3Os+ 2.20 wt.0/0F (A7F),
and D) NaAlSi3Os + 1.35 wt.9o Cl (A9Cl). Solid dots representAb+L, and
open circles,L. Dashedcurve in B, C, and D is the hydrous liquidus from A.
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experiments.On the other hand, there is a regular
decreasein liquidus temperaturewith increasingF
content (A9F-A7F, Fig. l). These experiments
confirm the results of earlier studiesthat report a
Iowering of liquidus temperatureswith increasing
F content (Wyllie & Tuttle 1961,19il, Koster van
Groos& Wyllie 1968,1969,Wyllie 1979,Manning
l98l). Reconnaissance
experimentshavebeenmade
in the subliquidus region of these systems,but
without systematiceffort to determinesubliquidus
phase relations. Jhe liquidus relations shown in
Figure I werenot reversed,but we believethat these
results show a close approach to equilibrium, as
judged by the consistentresultsfrom one isotherm
to another. Liquidus temperaturesshow a regular
decreasewith increasingamounts of water. Selection of appropriate water contents [A9F + 2.0
wt.qo H2O (A9F+2), A9F + 2.5 wt.c/o H2O
(A9F+2.5), A7F + 0.5 wt.qo H2O (A7F+0.5),
A9Cl + 2.0 wt.tlo H2O (A9Cl+2)l results in the
range of liquidus temperaturesof 940o to 990.C
(Fig. 1) for crystal-growthexperiments.The degree
of undercoolingin the crystal-growthexperiments
is approximately constant (AT A9F+2: 60.C, AT
A9F+2.5: 40oC, aT A7F+0.5: 70"C, aT
A9Cl+2: 90'C; all at 900'C) at a given isotherm.

A.

Determinationof liquidus relationsassuresgeneration of a homogeneousliquid from which to
nucleateand gtow crystals.
Experiments(both phase equilibria and crystal
growth) with A9F and A7F did not produce any
evidenceof a hydrousor halogen-richvapor phase,
but experimentswith A9Cl did contain apparently
Cl-rich bubblesin the glass,indicating the presence
of a Cl-rich vapor phase. All of the starting
materials were loaded in air at I bar. Thus all of
the experimentscontained air. Upon quenching,
some very small bubbles of vapor were found to
be presentin the A9F and A7F glasses,presumably
representingair that was exsolvedfrom the melt
upon quenching(Swanson1979).Thesebubblesare
all singlephase(no fluid or crystals).The H2O and
F were apparently dissolvedin the A9F and A7F
glasses.Bubbles in the A9Cl glass were considerably larger than the air bubbles and contained fluid
+ vapor + NaCl crystals.Strictly speaking,all of
the experimentsdid contain a vapor (air or a Cl-rich
vapor). In this paper, the terms vapor-saturated
and vapor-undersaturatedwill be used to refer to
the solubility of a halogen-bearinghydrous vapor
phase in the melt, in accord with accepted
terminology (e.9., Whitney 1975).
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Ftc, 2. Growth curvesfor compositionsrisedin this study at 900"C and 2500bars.
A) A9F+2, AT 60'C, B) A9F+2.5, AT 40oC, C) A7F+0.5, AT 70.C, D)
A9Cl+2, AT 90'C. Growth rates are based on maximum amount of crystal
growth from either heterogeneouslynucleatedcrystals (open circles) or internally
nucleatedcrystals(solid dots).
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Crystal growth
Results of crystal-growth experimentsat 900"
and 850'C at 2500 bars are shown on Figures 2
and 3. The largest amount of both internal and
heterogeneous
crystal-growthin eachexperimentis
plotted on Figures2 artd 3. Two experimentswere
made for eachbulk composition ar 24, 48, and 72
hours. Each growth isotherm on Figures 2 and 3
thus could have a maximum of four data points
(assumingeach of the two experimentshad sites
for both internal and heterogeneousnucleation).
Obviously, from the paucity of data on Figures2
and 3, not all of the experiments led to the
nucleationof crystals.Additional experimentswere
made at 850oC for 6 and 12 hours and at 900'C
for 96 hours in an attempt to overcome the
problems of the probabilistic nature of nucleus
formation (Kirkpatrick 1975,Fenn 1977,Swanson
1977).
Data on Figures2 and 3 do not define a simple
linear pattern of growth rates. Someof the scatter
obviously is related to the limited spaceavailable
for crystal growth in the capsules(2 mm O.D., l8
mm pre-crimp length), but much of the scatter
probably is relatedto the probabilistic characterof

nucleation (e.9., Kirkpatrick 1975). Growth rates
shown on Figures 2 and 3 are drawn to give
maximum values.For one bulk compositionat one
isotherm(A7F+0.5, Fig. 2), the resultinggrowthrate usesthe maximum amount of crystal growth
in one experiment,and the growth rate is through
the origin. In the other bulk compositions, two
experiments define the growth rate, and the
negativeintercept on the time axis is a measureof
the lag time for nucleation in the system (Fenn
1977).This method is justified by consideringthe
limitations on determinationof the time of crystal
growth (Fenn 1977, Swanson 1977). Nl that is
known about the length of time of crystal growth
is the amount of time the experimentwas held at
the growth isotherm.This amount of time certainly
must representa maximum value for the time of
crystal growth. Experiments in similar silicate
systems(Lofgren 1974,Fenn 1977,Swanson1977)
indicate that feldspar does not nucleate instantaneously from an undercooledsilicate melt, as a
result of the so-called nucleation lag effect
(Swanson 1977). This result is also found in the
presentstudy; in experimentsofless than 48 hours
at low AT, there is generally a failure once per
experiment to nucleate crystals. Becauseof this
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Ftc.3. Growth curvesfor compositionsat 850oC.A) A9F+2, AT ll0'C, B)
A9F+2.5, AT 90"C, C) A7F+0.5, AT 120'C, D) A9Cl+2, AT l40oC. See
Figure 2 for techniqueand symbols.
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TABI,E 1. SUUMABY OF NATES OB AI,ETTE CBOII,TS'
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s00
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slF
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l.s
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t0
0
0
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2
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2 uil

3. Nuol.:

uolsdon,

nucleation problem, growth times used in Figures
2 and 3 must be maximum values, and calculated
rates of crystal growth must be minimum values.
Results from other experiments in this study
typically approach the growth-rate line based on
the largestcrystal (Figs. 2, 3), which suggeststhat
the technique does provide a valid measure of
growth rates in thesesystems.
Values of growth rates are shown on Figures 2
and 3 and range from 0.6 to 2.2 X 10-6cmls at
900'C and from 1.2 to 6.3 X 10-6cmls at 850'C
(Table l). Grofih rates at 850oC are uniformly
higher than growth rates at 900"C (Table l).
Nucleation is expectedto occur more quickly at
higher AT (Kirkpatrick 1975),but faster nucleation
is not the only reason for the increasein grofih
rates with increasingAT. Two bulk compositions
(A9F+2.5 and A7F+0.5) have growth ratesthat
pass through the origin at both 900' and 850oC
(Figs. 2, 3), and both compositions have higher
rates of growth at 850"C. The higher rates of
growth at 850'C are thus at least partially related
to the initial increasein growth rateswith increasing
AT observedin silicate systems(Kirkpatrick 1975,
Fenn 1977, Swanson 1977). The greater range in
observedgrofih-rates at 850'C is due to the higher
growth-ratesresulting from the F-bearing systems
(Fig. 3). The highestratesof growth are in the A9F
systems at both 900' and 850oC, where both
compositions(A9F+2, A9F+2.5) have similar
growth-rates.The A9Cl+2 systemhas the lowest
growth-rate at both isotherms, whereas rates of
growth in the A7F+0.5 composition are intermediate betweenthose for the A9F and A9Cl + 2
compositions.
The shapeof the crystalsin the Cl- and F-bearing
systemsare very similar. Figure 4 illustratestypical
textural relations of crystals grown at 900'C. A
semiradial arrangement of faceted crystals surrounded by quenched silicate liquid (now glass)
typifies the results of successfulexperimentsin

of albite crystalsgrown at
Ftc. 4. Photomicrographs
900"C.Whitebar in eachphotois I mm. A) AgF+2,
72 hoursat growthisotherm,B) A7F+0.5, 72 hours
at growthisotherm,C) A9Cl+2, 96 hoursat growth
isotherm.

these systems. The facets developed on these
crystals and the semiradial texture are typical of
silicatecrystalsgrown at valuesof AT of 50-100'C
(Lofgren 1974, Fenn 1977, Swanson 1977). Textures observedin crystal-growth experimentscarried out at both isotherms are similar, but ihe
modal proportion of crystalsis larger in the 850oC
experiments, as predicted from phase relations.
Comparisonof thesealbite crystalswith crystalsof
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alkali feldspargrown by Fenn (1977)from hydrous
melts (no F or Cl) shows similar morphologiesat
equivalentAT.
There is some suggestionwithin these experiments that albite nucleation is enhancedin the
F-bearing system relative to the A9Cl system.
Estimatesof lag time given for nucleationin Table
I are higher in the A9Cl+2 composition (20 to 38
hours) than in the F-bearingsystems(0-10 hours).
Lag times in the F-bearing compositions are
comparableto the lag times in the hydrous system
devoid of F and Cl (Table 2).

TABLI 2. BATE OF AIANE CI.OI|TF
IN TSB S"STW NsAISLO8 r E2O AT 2500 BAAS
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Duol6tlo.

Dtscussrox
The dissolution of F in silicate melts lowers
melting temperaturesin silicate systems(Wyllie &
Tuttle 1961, Koster van Groos & Wyllie 1968,
Wyllie 1979,Manning l98l), whereasthe relatively
low solubility of Cl in silicatemelts (Wyllie & Turtle
1964, Kilinc & Burnham 1972) explainsthe little
effect it has on phaseequilibria. The addition of
F to H2O-undersaturatedmelts of albite composition in this study loweredthe liquidus temperature
approximately25"C for the A9F composition(0.73
wt.9o F) and about 50"C for the A7F system(2.20
wt.Vo F). In contrast, the addition of Cl did not
produce any measurablechange in the liquidus
temperatures.
Crystallization kinetics also reflect the contrasring behavior of F and Cl in the silicate melts.
Growth rates for albite are higher in the presence
of F than in the Cl-bearingsystems(Table l). The
apparent differences are larger at 850'C than at
900oC, but the systemwith Cl invariably has the
lowest growth-rate. The amount of Cl in A9Cl+2
(1.35 wt.Vo Cl) exceedsthe solubility of Cl in the
silicate melt, and a Cl-rich vapor phaseis present
in the A9Cl crystal-growth experiments.Previous
studies of growth of feldspar and quartz in the
presenceof a hydrousvapor phasehaveshownthat
the growth rates are lower relative to growth rates
measured in vapor-undersaturatedmelts (Fenn
1977,Swanson1977).Perhapsthe presenceof the
vapor phaseaccountsfor the lower growth-ratesin
the A9Cl composition.
Despite the higher concentration of F, growth
ratesin the A7F compositionare lower than in the
A9F compositions(Table l). In order to minimize
the difference in degree of undercooling, H2O
contentsof the A7F composition used for crystalgrofih studies was low (0.5 wt.9o) compared to
the A9F compositions (2 and 2.5 wt.9o). This
difference in H2O contents may explain the
differencesin growth rates betweenA9F and A7F
compositions. Fenn (1977) found that maximum
grofih-rates were not affected by the HrO content
of the melt (as long as the systemwas vapor-un-

dersaturated),but subtledifferencesin growth rates
were found at low values of AT as a function of
H2O content. The results reported by Fenn (1977)
do not show any consistent paltern of lower
growth-rates with either higher or lower H2O
contents.
Rates of growth of albite are not enhancedby
the presenceof F or Cl relative to growth rates in
halogen-freehydrous melts at equivalentvaluesof
AT (Tables l, 2). Results at 900oC do not show
appreciable differences between growth rates in
A9F and A7F (1.4to 2.2 X 10-6cmls, Table 1) and
growth rates in the systemNaAlSi3O8-H2O(1.4 to
3,2 X 10-6cmls, Table 2) at values of AT of 42o
or 75oC. Growth rates in the F-bearingsystemsat
850'C (2.1to 6.3 X 1O6cmls, Table l) areactually
an order of magnitude lower Ihan the measured
growth-ratein the hydrous system(71 X lf6 cm,/s,
Table 2). Growth rates of albite in the Cl-bearing
system are uniformly lower than those in the
F-bearingor hydrous systems(Tables l, 2).
Lag times for nucleationappearto be shorter in
the hydrous and F-bearing systemsthan in the
Cl-bearing systems.At 900oC, lag times in the
F-bearing systems are either zero or l0 hours,
whereasthe lag times in the hydrous systemare l0
or 24 hours at equivalentvaluesof AT. Theselag
times are considerablyshorter than the 38 hours
measured in the Cl-bearing system (Table 1).
Resultsat 850'C show the samepattern; short lag
times for nucleation in the F-bearing (2-9 hours)
and hydrous (0 hours) systems,and longer times
for the Cl-bearingsystem(20 hours). The presence
of the small vapor bubbles in A9Cl + 2 may
somehowdelay the nucleationof albite in this, the
only vapor-saturatedcomposition.Previousresults
(Fenn 1977, Swanson 1977, 1979) on feldspar
nucleationfrom a vapor-saturatedsilicatemelt did
not show any heterogeneous
nucleationof feldspar
on vapor bubbles. Instead, the resultshere suggest
the vapor actually inhibits nucleation. Fluorine in
anhydroussilicatemeltsenhancesnucleation(Muk-
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herjee & Rogers 1967), but the effect does not
appearto be additive beyond the effect of H2O,
CoNctustoNs
Addition of F in hydrous silicate systems
dramatically lowers liquidus temperatures, but
producesrelatively little changein crystallization
kinetics. The temperature of the vapor-undersaturatedliquidus was lowered 25 to 50oC in this
studyrelativeto resultsin the F-freesystem.Similar
results have been reported by other investigators
for both liquidus and solidus temperatures(e.g.,
Wyllie 1979,Manning l98l). In contrast, rates of
crystal growth of albite are not increasedby the
addition of F. In fact, growth rates were lower in
the F-bearing systemsat 850oCthan in the F-free
systems.
Viscosity of silicatemelts also is lowered by the
dissolution of F. This factor, together with the
loweredsolidus temperatures,are at least partially
responsible for the coarse-grainedminerals in
pegmatite. Lower solidus temperaturespermit a
longertime for crystallizationin pegmatitesystems;
the loweredviscosityshould reflect higher mobility
for crystal-forming componentswithin the crystallizing magma.
If the mere presenceof F in a granitic system
weresufficient to producereally large crystals,why
then are the really large crystals confined to
pegmatites?Why do tin-enriched granites, with
their high concentrationsof F, nol produce giant
crystals?The loweredsolidustemperaturesin these
F-enrichedgranites do seemto promote a longer
history of fractionation in these magmas (e.g.,
Swanson et al. 1988, 1990), but large crystals
(pegmatitic texture) appear only at the vaporsaturated stage of crystallization. Perhaps the
developmentof large crystalsrequiresthe presence
of a vapor phase.
The Cl-rich vapor phase present in the A9Cl
systemin this study promoted a somewhatlower
rate of albite grofih and delayed nucleation,
relative to either the hydrous or the F-bearing
hydroussystems.Perhapsthe largerangeof crystal
sizes that defines the pegmatitic lexture reflects a
range(short to long lag times) of nucleationevents
in a vapor-saturatedmagma. A vapor phaseis an
integral part of most models of pegmatitecrystallization (e.9., Jahns & Burnham 1969).In some
cases,such as the "pockets" in some pegmatites
@oord 1977, Stern et al, 1986), growth of large
crystalsclearly has beenassociatedwith this vapor
phase. Any of the growth rates measuredin this
study could produce a l0-m crystal of albite in a
few tens of years.The sizeof the "giant" crystals
(Jahns 1953)in pegmatitemay be the result not of
rapid rates of growth, but instead of fortuitous
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nucleationevents,whereasthe small crystalsreflect
delayednucleation.
Little is known, at least in the published
literature, about grain-size distributions in pegmatites. A study of grain-sizedistributions within
various zonesof granitic pegmatites,togetherwith
a study of phasegeochemistry,should provide a
testfor the proposednucleation-controlleddevelopment of granitic texture. For example, Shearere/
a/. (1985) have used the trace-elementcontent of
K-feldspar to model fractionation in pegmatitic
systemsin the Black Hills of South Dakota. The
model proposedhere for pegmatitecrystallization
predicts that feldspar grains of different sizes
within the same zone of a Black Hills pegmatite
should show increased degreesof fractionation
from larger (early nucleated) to smaller (later
nucleated)crystals. Such a test will have to await
a future study.
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